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In spite of uncertainty about the UK’s often-tetchy 
Brexit negotiations, and souring relations between 
North Korea and the rest of the world over its 
nuclear weapons tests, global markets have 
remained confident.

The long upward trend, which started after the 
global financial crash, has continued, aided by no 
significant rises in the cost of goods or labour.

 

Moderate economic growth, led by the US, is 
now spreading to other regions, including China. 
Although gross domestic product (GDP) growth 
is below previous economic recoveries, it is 
benefiting from strong consumer demand despite 
political uncertainty and virtually stagnant wages.

The only concern is that much of this is based  
on UK consumer credit growth, which rose by 
10% in the year to April 2017, the fastest rate 
since 2005.

A specific worry is the new car market where 80%  
of sales are through personal contracts, which 
accounted for half the consumer credit growth. 

Welcome to this latest edition 
of our ‘Investor Insight’ which 
provides high-level commentary 
on the global markets and how 
these might be affecting your 
investments.

We hope you find this useful.

Ken Rayner 
Investment Director 
RSMR
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    ….moderate economic 
growth, led by the US, is now 
spreading to other regions, 
including China
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The global economy: What’s going on?
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Markets confident despite political uncertainty
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The asset classes – a quick update
EQUITIES
During the last quarter, and the year so far,  
there have been some very strong performances 
from equity markets, particularly in the Far East 
and Europe.

The UK market has also seen positive returns, but 
investor confidence has been weakened by the 
Brexit threat and unexpected strength in sterling.

The market trend has supported specific economic 
sectors and companies. The US has been led by 
the technology sector while energy companies 
have performed poorly, and in Japan and the UK, 
currency weakness has boosted global exporters.

Another pattern has been general support for 
growth stocks. This is due to a more defensive 
approach among investors who want to remain 
exposed to equities while momentum remains, 
but are cautious about the longevity of the upward 
trend and fragile growth.

This is leading them to pick more predictable, 
steadier stocks, an approach which could last 
some time before we see a return to normal.

FIXED INTEREST
Rising US rates have lifted global expectations 
for fixed interest income returns to increase. 
Recent statements from the Bank of England and 
European Central Bank have reinforced this.

Current government bond returns have led many 
investors to seek higher-risk investments to meet 
their income needs.

Now that the three central banks have suggested 
raising interest rates soon, investors must ask 
how far this can go during current low economic 
growth.  It seems unlikely that rates will rise 
quickly or reach more than three per cent, before 
growth weakens.

A secondary threat is the bond markets’ reduced 
liquidity since new banking rules were introduced 
after the financial crash.

Fixed interest offers diversification for investor 
portfolios when many asset classes look 
increasingly similar. It would be risky to move  
to a portfolio holding only equities as, at a time  
of heightened international tensions, markets 
could be disrupted by a shock outside the scope  
of economics.

In the coming months, bond investors face difficult 
decisions about which assets to hold for balancing 
income needs and the safety for their portfolios.
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 The Far East and 
Europe, in particular, 
have seen very 
strong equity markets 
performances

PROPERTY
Property remains relatively stable in spite of 
continued Brexit uncertainty.

City offices were worst affected as values fell after 
the EU Referendum but they have seen a solid 
rebound and capital values have increased.

With the inclusion of rental income, which grew 
modestly during the six first months of this year, 
offices showed a return of more than five per cent.

Retail has seen the weakest growth in capital and 
rental values, up by 0.9% and 0.2% respectively. 

Despite this, the total return from the sector was 
3.9% as most retailers are not cutting back on 
space requirements.

Capital value growth has been strongest for the 
industrial sector where valuations are supported 
by a shortage of supply of quality properties.

Income returns are expected to be reasonable for 
the rest of 2017 but lower than recent years. 

While interest rates are low, property remains a 
solid option for income-seeking investors as well 
as for diversifying portfolios.

•  The end of ‘dollar-dominance’ is helping 
emerging markets, particularly Asia, 

which is likely to drive global growth 
during the next decade.  

• Economic recovery has 
continued in Japan where the 
yen has boosted the market and 

exporting companies.

•  Economic forecasts for Brazil, 
which has been in recession, have been 

upgraded for 2018 and 2019 with the economy 
expected to grow.

• China’s economic rebound has helped 
companies throughout the region and 
commodity exporters worldwide. 

• Many forecast that China and India will account 
for 40% of global GDP growth to 2030.

• The US has continued to lead global stock 
markets upwards in 2017.

Global round-up
• Inflation is weaker in Europe than in the UK  

and US.

• The Far East and Europe, in particular, have 
seen very strong equity markets performances.

• The Chinese market has risen substantially so 
far in 2017, assisted by technology stocks.
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Independent specialist research.

RSMR was formed in 2004 to meet a growing 
demand from financial advisers for specialist 
and impartial investment research.

The RSMR team is made up of individuals with 
expertise from across all areas of the financial 
industry – from asset management, strategy and 
fund research through to business development, 
strategic planning and market research.

We are best known within the financial industry 
for our ‘R’ fund ratings – this rating is given to 
investment funds that meet our stringent research 

criteria. We don’t limit ourselves to just looking at 

performance – we also look carefully at the people, 

processes and capabilities that are required to 

make effective investment decisions.

We work in partnership with your financial adviser, 

providing the benefit of our broad industry insight 

and rigorous research. This quarterly market 

summary is designed as a ‘snapshot’ of the more 

thorough and lengthy commentary that we provide 

to your adviser on a quarterly basis.

OUR RESEARCH. YOUR SUCCESS.

So, what’s next?
There is increasing confidence that current 
global growth can be maintained as 
economies continue to recover from the 2008 
financial crash.

Markets can continue to benefit from a stable 
global recovery for some time, as overall monetary 
policy looks set to support this.

Fixed interest assets are under pressure from 
rising interest rates and less bond buying, but 
rates are unlikely to rise to the heights seen in 
previous economic cycles.

Investment managers are taking a more  
defensive stance in portfolios, suspecting that 
some kind of market correction may be overdue.  
No one knows if, or how, this will happen, as 
recent political tension with North Korea and 
behind-schedule Brexit talks, have not dented 
investors’ confidence.

As a result, there seems little threat to the current 
economic pattern.
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